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Abstract— Mental simulation is a critical cognitive function
for goal-directed behavior because it is essential for assessing
actions and their consequences. When a self-generated or
externally specified goal is given, a sequence of actions that is
most likely to attain that goal is selected among other candidates
via mental simulation. Therefore, better mental simulation leads
to better goal-directed action planning. However, developing
a mental simulation model is challenging because it requires
knowledge of self and the environment. The current paper
studies how adequate goal-directed action plans of robots can
be mentally generated by dynamically organizing top-down
visual attention and visual working memory. For this purpose,
we propose a neural network model based on variational
Bayes predictive coding, where goal-directed action planning
is formulated by Bayesian inference of latent intentional space.
Our experimental results showed that cognitively meaningful
competencies, such as autonomous top-down attention to the
robot end effector (its hand) as well as dynamic organization of
occlusion-free visual working memory, emerged. Furthermore,
our analysis of comparative experiments indicated that the
introduction of visual working memory and the inference mechanism using variational Bayes predictive coding significantly
improved the performance in planning adequate goal-directed
actions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Goal-directed behavior is the ability to generate optimal
action plans to achieve goals and to execute the action
plans generated. Understating how humans recognize goals
of others by observation and translate the goals into goaldirected actions is a crucial step toward general intelligence.
Goal-directed behavior is becoming increasingly important
in the robotics literature because future robots, such as
collaborative and home assistant robots, need to execute
a variety of goal-directed behaviors, rather than a single
fixed one [1], [2], [3]. However, even a simple goal-directed
behavior for robots, such as grasping a cup, is not a trivial
problem, because the location and shape of a cup need to
be extracted visually, and hand-eye coordination must be
programmed or learned before action execution [4].
The capacity to anticipate action outcomes based on
knowledge of the causal structure of the environment, which
is known as mental simulation, is crucial for goal-directed
behavior in the brain [5], [6]. Due to the importance of
mental simulation in the brain, various neurorobotics models
of mental simulation have been proposed [7], [8]. In a
similar vein, one promising approach in the robotics literature
to address goal-directed behavior is based on predictive
models (Fig. 1). Finn and Levine [1] showed that predictive
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Fig. 1. Goal-directed action planning via iterative mental simulation. A
robot mentally simulates different courses of action by updating a robot’s
mental state and then selects a plan based on the simulated action outcome,
which is most similar to the desired goal. However, mental simulation
becomes more challenging as the length of a plan T increased.

models can be used for robot planning by selecting an
action sequence that maximizes the probability of the desired
outcome. However, the following limitations exist: (1) the
model was trained to predict vision, but not action, (2) actions were estimated by a stochastic optimization algorithm,
which is not part of the predictive model, and (3) a plan
was estimated within a short period of time. Choi et al. [2]
proposed a neural network model based on the predictive
coding framework [9], [10]. The model was trained to encode
high-dimensional visuomotor sequences into corresponding
initial states in low-dimensional latent intentional space. By
doing so, planning can be defined as finding an initial state
that mentally generates a visuomotor sequence to achieve
a given goal. Therefore, mental simulation is a key capacity
to plan effectively. However, predicting high-dimensional visuomotor sequences becomes more challenging as sequences
become longer, even though it is essential for complex
goal-directed action planning. Furthermore, Choi et al. [2]
reported that deterministic predictive coding requires a large
number of training samples for good generalization. How can
we address long-term visuomotor prediction and generalization problems in the predictive coding framework for better
goal-directed action planning?
Humans have two kinds of vision: central vision and peripheral vision. Central vision allows us to focus on important
visual stimuli from a narrow receptive field at high resolution, while peripheral vision has a wide receptive field at low
resolution. By coordinating the two complementary vision
types, humans are able to deal with a high-dimensional raw
visual stream efficiently. Especially, goal-directed behavior
focuses visual attention on goal-relevant stimuli and ignores
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irrelevant stimuli in a top-down manner. Visual information
perceived by the retina is first stored in iconic memory, but it
rapidly disappears [11]. Therefore, some visual information
must be transferred to visual working memory for information integration across visual attention shifts and future
usage. Working memory is a cognitive brain system that
temporarily stores and manipulates an active representation
of information to provide an interface between perception,
long-term memory, and action [12]. Visual working memory
is the specific type of working memory for visual information
and involves mental simulation or manipulation [13], [14].
In this paper, we employ top-down visual attention and
visual working memory to address the difficulty of longterm visuomotor prediction in the predictive coding framework. The proposed model has two visuomotor stream subnetworks: dorsal and ventral. The segregation of the dorsal
and ventral visuomotor streams is based on the source of
the visual information. Dividing high-dimensional visual
processing into low-dimensional peripheral and central visual processing reduces the degree of difficulty of longterm visual prediction and the computational burden for
training and planning. For visual prediction, we propose a
visual prediction module that merges peripheral and central
visual prediction into a single visual prediction with the
help of an external visuospatial memory, called background
memory, working as visual working memory. Background
memory preserves long-term visuospatial information, which
is crucial for long-term action planning.
Since the proposed model is under the predictive coding
framework, the proposed model is trained to generate multiple visuomotor sequences depending on the corresponding
initial state. However, unlike a deterministic predictive coding framework, we incorporate a variational Bayes approach
[15] into predictive coding framework, called variational
predictive coding, to enhance generalization capability with
a small number of training samples. In the block stacking
experiment, the results showed that the proposed model can
plan appropriate visuomotor sequences that achieve goals
by updating initial states in the direction of prediction
error minimization. Without any supervision, smooth pursuit
tracking of the end effector by top-down visual attention
as well as maintenance and manipulation in background
memory is self-organized and varied depending on goals.
Also, the proposed model outperformed, in terms of visual
and motor prediction, baseline models: the model without
background memory and the model based on deterministic
predictive coding. It indicates that the background memory
and variational predictive coding are essential for complex
goal-directed action planning.
II. M ETHOD
By extending the predictive coding model proposed in [2],
we propose a neural network model that consists of a visual
prediction module and three sub-networks: dorsal visuomotor
stream, ventral visuomotor stream, and integration networks
(Fig. 2). Inspired by the exploitation/exploration framework
[16] for the segregation of visual pathways into dorsal and

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. Our proposed model for goal-directed, long-term planning. (a)
Overall model architecture. (b) Visual prediction module.

ventral streams, the dorsal and ventral visuomotor stream
networks are responsible for peripheral and central vision,
respectively. However, unlike [16], [17] arguing that the
dorsal stream is better suited for action, both visuomotor
streams of the proposed model involve the processing of
motion as in [18]. The size and location of the attentional
focus for central vision vary continuously over time in response to changing environments and goals. Each visuomotor
stream network consists of visual and motor pathways. Each
pathway has multiple recurrent layers with bottom-up and
top-down connections between successive layers in the same
pathway and a lateral connection between layers from the
visual and motor pathways at the same level. The integration
network integrates visuomotor information from two visuomotor streams. Furthermore, the visual prediction module
seamlessly merges peripheral and central visual predictions
into a single visual prediction with background memory that
preserves visuospatial information to predict future action
outcomes.
A. Dorsal Visuomotor Stream
The dorsal visuomotor stream network consists of visual
and motor pathways. For the visual pathway, we employ the
network having several stacked convolutional long short-term
memory (ConvLSTM) [19] layers to extract spatio-temporal
features at multiple scales within a video. Each layer receives
inputs from three sources: bottom-up, lateral, and top-down
connections. The bottom-up connection carries information
from an environment through vision to update internal states
of the network and the top-down connection propagates the
prediction or belief of an environment from higher to lower
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layers. The lateral connection brings information from the
motor pathway at the same level to enhance the interaction
between visual and motor pathways. The convolution operation with stride is used for the bottom-up connection in order
to reduce the size of feature maps. The lateral and top-down
connections utilize the deconvolution or transposed convolution operation for expanding the size of the feature maps.
0
The bottom layer receives peripheral visual information vd,t
0
downsampled from the original image vt and read memory
l
in lth layer
rt at each time step t. The neural activations vd,t
at each time step t are computed as follows:
0
vd,t
= downsample([vt0 , rt ])

(1)

(

l−1
if l = L
ConvLST M (vd,t
, mld,t−1 , at−1 ),
l+1
l−1
l
ConvLST M (vd,t , md,t−1 , vd,t−1 ), otherwise
(2)
where [·] represent the concatenation operation along the
channel dimension; ConvLST M (·) represents the convolutional LSTM layer receiving three parameters that correspond to bottom-up, lateral, and top-down inputs, respectively; mld,t−1 and at−1 represent neural activations of the
motor pathway network in lth layer and the integration
network at the previous time step, respectively. L represents
the number of layers of the visuomotor stream network.
At each time step t, the visual pathway network generates
the prediction of peripheral vision pvt+1 for the next time
step, the foreground mask gf,t+1 , and the background mask
gb,t+1 as follows:

 

pvt+1
tanh
1
gf,t+1  =  σ  deconv(vd,t
)
(3)
gb,t+1
σ
l
vd,t
=

where deconv(·) represents the deconvolution or transposed
convolution operation.
For the motor pathway, the network having stacked LSTM
[20] layers is used. As in the visual pathway network,
each LSTM layer has bottom-up, lateral, and top-down
connections. The neural activations mld,t in lth layer at each
time step t are computed as follows:
(
l−1
l
, at−1 ),
if l = L
LST M (md,t
, vd,t−1
l
md,t =
(4)
l−1
l
, ml+1
),
otherwise
LST M (md,t , vd,t−1
d,t−1
B. Ventral Visuomotor Stream
The architecture of the ventral visuomotor stream network
is same as the dorsal one. However, the crucial difference between two visuomotor stream networks is that the
ventral network receives central visual information rather
than peripheral visual information. For reading and writing
central visual information, a spatial transformer network
(STN) [21] is used. STN is a module that generates attention
parameters for cropping, translating, and scaling of an image.
0
Specifically, central visual information vv,t
is obtained from
0
the original image vt and read memory rt by using STN with
the attention parameters αt at each time step t as follows:
0
vv,t
= read([vt0 , rt ], αt )

(5)

where read(·) represents the function to focus the sub-region
of a given image by using STN with the attention parameters
αt consisting of s, tx , and ty for scaling, x-translation, and ytranslation, respectively. The neural activations of the visual
l
pathway vv,t
and the motor pathway mlv,t in lth layer at each
time step t are computed in the same way as Eq. (2) and (4),
except for replacing vd and md to vv and mv , respectively.
At each time step t, the visual pathway network generates
the prediction of central vision cvt+1 for the next time step
and the write mask gw,t+1 as follows:

 

cvt+1
tanh
1
=
deconv(vv,t
)
(6)
gw,t+1
σ
C. Dual Visuomotor Stream Integration
The integration network, having a single LSTM layer,
is placed on top of the two visuomotor stream networks.
Outputs of two visuomotor stream networks in the top layer
are fed into the integration network. Hence, the integration
network can integrate information from different modalities
(vision and motor) and from different scales (peripheral
and central vision). Integrated information containing the
abstraction of an environment and the history of conducted
actions. This abstract information in the integration network
is projected to two visuomotor stream networks in order to
predict the next visuomotor inputs and to interact with those
networks. The neural activations at at each time step t are
computed as follows:
L
L
L
at = LST M (vd,t
, vv,t
, mL
d,t , mv,t )

(7)

D. Visuomotor Generation
Since the proposed model has two visuomotor stream networks, these need to be merged for visuomotor generation.
The neural activations of dorsal and ventral motor pathways
are used to generate the attention parameters αt+1 and motor
prediction mt+1 for the next time step as follows:
αt+1 = M LP (m1d,t , m1v,t )

(8)

mt+1 = M LP (m1d,t , m1v,t )

(9)

where M LP (·) represents the multi-layer perceptron.
To generate a visual prediction vt+1 at the next time step,
we propose a visual prediction module having three stages
(Fig. 2(b)). First, the peripheral visual prediction pvt+1
and central visual prediction cvt+1 from the dorsal and
ventral visuomotor stream networks, respectively, are merged
into a single image, called a write image, wt+1 . Since the
resolutions of peripheral and central vision are lower than of
the original vision, the peripheral visual prediction pvt+1 ,
foreground mask gf,t+1 , and background mask gb,t+1 are
upsampled; and the central visual prediction cvt+1 and write
mask gw,t+1 are transformed to the original image using
the attention parameters αt+1 before merging. Note that the
attention parameters αt+1 are shared for writing and reading
as in [22]. Hence, the attention parameters αt+1 will be used
0
as shown in Eq. (5). For
for reading the next image vt+1
smooth blending, the write mask gw,t+1 is used for the linear
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interpolation between the peripheral and central visual predictions. Second, the visual prediction vt+1 is computed by
interpolation between the write image wt+1 and background
memory bgt weighed by the foreground mask gf,t+1 . The
foreground masked background memory, called read memory
rt+1 , used for the visual prediction is given as a visual input
for next time step. The background memory is important to
preserve the central visual predictions at high resolution over
time. The central visual prediction at the current time step
can be overwritten at the next time step by occlusion, but it
needs to be restored when occlusion is resolved. Finally, the
next background memory bgt+1 is updated by the current
background memory bgt and write image wt+1 with the
background mask gb,t+1 . All three stages explained above
are computed as follows:
wt+1 = (1 − fw (gw,t+1 , αt+1 ))
+ fw (gw,t+1 , αt+1 )

fup (pvt+1 )

fw (cvt+1 , αt+1 )

F. Training
The proposed model is trained to mentally generate multiple visuomotor sequences with corresponding initial states.
There are two types of initial state: prior and posterior.
The prior initial state is shared for all training samples,
but posterior initial states are provided for each training
sample. Each initial state is parameterized by the mean
and standard deviation, which are updated directly during
the training phase. Note that we train the prior as well as
posterior initial states as in [27]. The weights, biases, and
initial states of the model are updated to minimize both
the visuomotor prediction error and the Kullback-Leibler
divergence between prior and posterior initial states, which
is same as maximizing the variational lower bound as in the
variational auto-encoder (VAE) [15]. The loss Ln for the nth
training sample is defined as follows:

(10)

Ln = Lnv + Lnm + βDKL (qφn (sn0 )||pθ (s0 ))
n

rt+1 = (1 − fup (gf,t+1 ))

bgt

Lnv =

(11)

T
X

Lnv,t =

t=1

vt+1 = rt+1 + fup (gf,t+1 )

wt+1

(12)

bgt+1 = (1−fup (gb,t+1 )) bgt +fup (gb,t+1 ) wt+1 (13)
where
represents the element-wise multiplication, fup (·)
represents the upsampling function, and fw (·) represents the
write function for transforming an attended sub-region to an
original image.
E. Sampling Initial States Based on Variational Bayes
Initial sensitivity is one of important characteristics of
recurrent neural network (RNN) models [23]. The proposed
model is trained with the mapping between the training
visuomotor sequences and corresponding initial states. Once
the training is finished successfully, the model is able to
generate multiple visuomotor sequences based solely upon
the corresponding trained initial states without any external
input. Hence, the trained initial state can be considered an
intention, which should be prepared before executing goaldirected actions, as in the brain [24]. Most previous models
utilizing initial sensitivity were trained using a deterministic
approach [23], [25], [2]. However, deterministic models have
difficulty dealing with stochasticity and uncertainty in an
environment, leading to blurry predictions [15], [26], [27].
Hence, we use a variational Bayes approach [15] for training
the initial states in order to capture the full distribution of
outcomes. The initial state sn0 for the nth training sample is
sampled using the reparametrization trick [15] as follows:
sn0 = µn0 + 

σ n0

(14)

where µn0 and σ n0 represent the mean and standard deviation
of the initial state sn0 , respectively, and  represents an
auxiliary noise sampled from a standard normal distribution.

(15)

n

Lnm

T
X

(vtn − ṽtn )2 + (fup (pvnt ) − ṽtn )2 (16)

t=1

=

Tn
X
t=1

n

Lnm,t

=

T
X

(DKL (mnt ||m̃nt ))

(17)

t=1

where φn and θ represent parameters of the posterior
initial state for the nth training sample and prior initial
state, respectively; DKL (·) represents the Kullback-Leibler
divergence; β represents the hyper-parameter for controlling
the balance between minimizing the reconstruction error and
fitting the prior [27]; T n represents the length of the nth
target visuomotor sequence; and ṽtn and m̃nt represent the
nth target visual and motor values at each time step t. The
loss Ln is for the case of a single training sample, but it
can be easily extended to the case of a mini-batch training
samples.
During the training phase, we follow the closed-loop training method used in [25] to improve the mental simulation
capability of the model. In the closed-loop training, the visual
and motor predictions are fed into the model as input for the
next time step. However, since it is hard to train the model
using complete prediction feedback, external and predicted
visuomotor values are blended together (weighted by 0.1 and
0.9, respectively) as in [25].
G. Planning
During the planning phase, the loss Ln in Eq. (15) is no
longer available because only a few initial visuomotor values
and a final image are given to the model. Therefore, the loss
Lnp for planning the nth testing sample is defined as follows:
Lnp

Tg
X
=
(Lnv,t + Lnm,t ) + Lnv,Te + βDKL (qψn (sn,0 )||pθ (s0 ))
t=1

(18)
where ψ n represents parameters of the initial state for the
nth testing sample, Tg represents the number of initial target
visuomotor values given to the model, and Te represents the
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end step for visuomotor generation. Note that only initial
states are updated to minimize the loss Lp while the weights
and biases of the model are fixed during the planning phase.
III. R ESULTS

was used for updating the initial state. We repeated the
above error regression procedure 6 times and selected the
visuomotor sequence having the minimum loss Lp as an
optimal plan.

A. Implementation Details

C. RGB Block Stacking

Each visual pathway network of both dorsal and ventral
visuomotor stream networks consisted of three ConvLSTM
layers having 16, 32, and 64 feature maps, respectively. The
convolution kernel, stride, and padding sizes were set to 5×5,
2×2, and 2×2, respectively, for bottom-up connections. The
deconvolution kernel, stride, and padding sizes were set to
6×6, 2×2, and 2×2, respectively, for top-down connections,
except from the integration network. For lateral connections
from the motor pathway network and the top-down connection from the integration network, the convolutional kernel
size was set the same as the resolution of feature maps at
each layer in the visual pathway network. The resolution of
peripheral and central vision were set to half the original
vision. Each motor pathway network of both visuomotor
stream networks consisted of three LSTM layers having 512,
256, and 128 neurons, respectively. To generate motor and
attention at each time step as shown in Eq. (8) and (9), MLP
with one hidden layer of 256 neurons, layer normalization
(LN) [28], and a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation
function was used. The integration network consisted of a
single LSTM layer having 512 neurons.
For training, Adam optmizer [29] was applied to train the
weights, biases, and initial states of the model over 1000
epochs. The learning rate of the weights, biases, and prior
initial state was set to 5e-4. Since each posterior initial state
is updated only when its corresponding training sample is
given to the model, the learning rate of the posterior initial
states was set to 0.015. Mini-batch size was set to 10. The
hyper-parameter β in Eq. (15) and (18) was set to 1e-5. An
L2-norm weight decay of 1e-4 was applied while updating
the model parameters to prevent over-fitting. Because of
the exploding gradient problem, we employed a gradient
clipping method [30] which rescales the L2-norm of the
gradient to a threshold whenever the L2-norm exceeds that
threshold. Here, the threshold was set to 0.2. Each mean and
standard deviation of both prior and posterior initial states
were initialized to 0 and 1.

1) Experiment Setting: We conducted a robot manipulation experiment using a Torobo Arm robot manufactured
by Tokyo Robotics. Torobo Arm has a total of 8 joints
including the end effector, of which 6 joints were used in
the following experiments. Each motor joint was converted
to a 10 dimensional sparsely encoded vector as in [25] to
reduce the overlap between motor sequences caused by the
low dimensionality of the motor. The task space for the robot
was approximately 30cm2 , and an RGB camera was fixed
facing both the task space and the robot. While collecting
data, the robot joint angles and video frames were sampled
at 20Hz. All data were temporally downsampled 7 times to
reduce computational and memory costs. All video frames
were rescaled to 64×64 pixels and normalized to -1 to 1.
For the experimental task, we used three colored cubes
(red (R), blue (B), and green (G)) size of 5cm3 . Data
collection was automated according to the following steps:
(1) randomly sampling a location for each block from a n×n
grid, (2) having the robot initialize the task by placing each
block at the corresponding location, (3) returning the robot to
the home position, and (4) executing the stacking operation.
The block location grid size n was set to 10 for training
and 8 for testing to check the generalization capability of
the model with an unlearned location distribution. For the
stacking operation, we sampled three possible combinations
of blocks as goal states, which the robot should achieve.
Depending on the sampled goal state, the robot generated the
corresponding motor trajectory while recording both video
and motor sequence. There are total six possible combinations for stacking three color blocks, but we allowed only
four stacking combinations (RGB, RBG, GRB, and GBR) for
training by excluding remaining two stacking combinations
(BRG and BGR) when the blue block be the base block.
During the testing phase, these two unlearned stacking combinations were used to evaluate the generalization capability
of the model. We used 300 videos for training and 45 videos
for testing. The objective of the experiment is whether the
model can generate correct action planning or not when a
goal image is given. The task is difficult to achieve because
the model needs to recognize what is the goal state based on
a given goal image and then generates a correct visuomotor
sequence for completing the goal.
2) Visual Prediction Mechanism: Due to the segregation
of peripheral and central vision and the background memory,
the visual prediction mechanism of the proposed model is
much more complex than previous unstructured predictive
models [1], [2]. Therefore, we qualitatively analyzed how
the proposed model mentally generated visual sequences
after planning was finished (Fig. 3). The peripheral visual
prediction covered the full receptive field, but its quality
was low due to the resolution limitation. On the other hand,

B. Evaluation Protocol
During the planning phase, the model inferred the posterior initial state of a testing sample by iteratively updating
the initial state toward to minimize the loss Lp defined in
Eq. (18). Tg and Te were set to 5 and 100. The prior initial
state was used to initialize the initial state as a starting
point of planning. The error regression was repeated over
50 epochs. At each epoch, 16 visuomotor sequences were
generated based on 16 initial states sampled by using the
reparameterization trick in Eq. (14) with the mean and
standard deviation of the current initial state, and then the
loss Lp was computed for each sequence. The sequence
having the minimum loss Lp over 16 visuomotor sequences
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Fig. 3. Example of visual mental simulation. (a) Peripheral visual prediction. (b) Central visual prediction. (c) Background memory. (d) Visual prediction.

the quality of central visual prediction was high by focusing
on a narrow receptive field, called an attention window. By
utilizing a dynamic top-down visual attention, central vision
maximally sampled visual information relevant to the given
goal. Interestingly, we observed that the attention window
tracked the robot end effector without any supervision. A
possible interpretation can be made in terms of a retinal slip,
which is created by the difference between eye velocity and
the motion of a target object. During tracking motions, the
eye accelerates in the direction of target motion to reduce the
retinal slip. As in previous work [31], the proposed model
tried to locate the attention window on the end effector to
minimize the vision loss, which can be interpreted as the
retinal slip caused by the movement of the end effector. This
is analogous to smooth pursuit eye movements in primates.
In order to effectively predict high-resolution visual sequences, the visual prediction module mentally generates
the visual prediction by merging the peripheral and central
visual predictions, which complement each other with regard
to resolution and the size of a receptive field, with the
background memory. Background memory is a core part
of the visual prediction module for long-term visuospatial
information maintenance. As shown in Fig. 3(c), background
memory focused the block configuration at each time step
and ignored robot movement, which often caused block
occlusion. With background memory, the model was able
to store the information of the block configuration even
when the block(s) were completely occluded by the robot
and to use it for visuomotor prediction in the future. This
demonstrates that background memory works similarly to
visual working memory, based solely on learning. Finally,
Fig. 3(d) shows the visual prediction generated by the visual
prediction module. The visual prediction looks sharper than
the peripheral visual prediction (especially for the gripper
and blocks) because of the central visual prediction and
background memory.
3) Visuomotor Contingency: One of the characteristics of
the proposed model is that it predicts both visual and motor
sequences jointly compared with previous work in which
motor sequences were used as auxiliary inputs for video
prediction [1], [26], [32]. Fig. 4(a) shows that the visual and
motor predictions were highly correlated. It means that the

proposed model learned the relationship between visual and
motor sequences, called visuomotor contingency. Therefore,
visual prediction error minimization leads to motor prediction error minimization and vice versa, which is the reason
that goal-directed visuomotor planning is possible only with
a goal image.
4) Importance of Background Memory: To investigate the
importance of background memory for visuomotor planning,
we compared the planning performance between the proposed model and its variant without background memory in
a qualitative and quantitative manner. In the model without
background memory, background memory was removed in
the visual prediction module and read memory was not
given to the model as an input. For quantitative evaluation,
we used two different evaluation metrics: perceptual loss
[33] and dynamic time warping (DTW) [34] for visual and
motor prediction evalution, respectively. It has been reported
that conventional pixel-wise metrics for video prediction,
such as PSNR and SSIM, are far from human perception
because these assume pixel-level independence [26], [32].
Hence, we used a perceptual metric proposed in [33] as the
evaluation metric of visual prediction. DTW [34] is used
for the evaluation metric of motor prediction because the
predicted motor sequence can be longer or shorter than the
target motor sequence, which is unknown until it is finished.
DTW measures the similarity between two sequences, which
may vary in time or speed.
We hypothesized that elimination of background memory
will severely degrade the performance of planning because
background memory takes charge of visuospatial information maintenance. For a qualitative comparison between
the proposed model and ablations of the proposed model,
we illustrated the visuomotor sequences that were mentally
generated by each models (Fig. 4). As we hypothesized,
the model without background memory failed to generate
the green block after the robot picked the blue block due
to occlusion. To compensate for the green block that had
disappeared, the model created an imaginary blue block
where the blue block was originally located after the blue
block was picked, and then picked this imaginary blue block
for the second stacking. Obviously, the corresponding motor
prediction was different from the target motor sequence
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Fig. 4. Qualitative comparison of planning performance. Solid and dashed lines represent the predicted and target motor sequences, respectively. (a)
Proposed model. (b) Model without background memory. Without background memory, the model forgets the green block during occlusion (red dotted
arrow). (c) Deterministic model. The model fails to find an adequate plan due to over-fitting. Abbreviation: BGM, background memory.

quantitative results demonstrated that background memory is
essential for visuomotor planning.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.
Quantitative comparison of planning performance. (a) Visual
prediction evaluation. (b) Motor prediction evaluation. Bars and error bars
represent the means and standard deviations, respectively.

during the second half of mental simulation due to the
repetition of the blue block picking and failed to achieve
the desired goal. On the other hand, in the proposed model,
the visual prediction immediately recovered the green block
after the occlusion was resolved and the motor prediction was
well matched with the target motor sequence. The reason
is that the background memory preserves and updates the
information of the block configuration, which is used by
the visual prediction module for visual prediction of future
actions. Fig. 5 shows a quantitative comparison of the effect
of background memory. The proposed model consistently
outperformed the model without background memory in
terms of visual and motor predictions. Both qualitative and

5) Deterministic versus Stochastic Initial States: As mentioned in [2], deterministic predictive models require a huge
number of training samples to achieve good generalization.
However, it is difficult and time-consuming to prepare an
enough training samples, especially for real robot experiments. Furthermore, the required number of training samples
exponentially increases as the complexities of tasks and
models increase. To address this limitation, we proposed
a stochastic predictive model under variational predictive
coding because Bayesian approaches prevent over-fitting on
few training samples [35]. We compared the deterministic
and stochastic predictive models to verify the effect of
variational Bayes in the predictive coding framework. The
stochastic model sampled initial states from reparameterized
normal distributions in Eq. (14). In the deterministic model,
initial states were parameterized only using a mean without a
standard deviation, because there is no sampling process for
initial states. The losses for training and planning of the deterministic model were the same as the stochastic model, but
the Kullback-Leibler divergence between prior and posterior
initial states was computed with a fixed standard deviation
set to 1. During the planning phase, error regression was
repeated over 500 epochs without sampling.
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In qualitative analysis, we discovered that the deterministic
model had difficulty finding plausible visuomotor sequences,
which indicates the lack of generalization. Fig. 4(c) shows
that the robot disappeared while picking the first block and
the robot’s picking movements were not accurate. Also, the
motor prediction little resembled the target motor sequence.
In quantitative analysis, the stochastic model significantly
outperformed the deterministic model as shown in Fig. 5.
Note that, in the case of the (stochastic) model without
background memory, the model failed to plan the correct
visuomotor sequence, but the predicted visuomotor sequence
seemed at least plausible. These results indicate that the
variational predictive coding framework provides better generalization capability than the deterministic one.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a neural network model under
variational predictive coding incorporating top-down visual
attention and visual working memory for goal-directed, longterm planning through mental simulation. The experimental
results for the task of block stacking demonstrated that
the proposed model was able to plan long-term, highdimensional visuomotor sequences by Bayesian inference in
low-dimensional latent intentional space. Furthermore, the
proposed model clearly outperformed ablated variants that
excluded visual working memory or variational Bayes in a
qualitative and quantitative manner. Our results showed that
the proposed model self-organized smooth pursuit-like movements that tracked the end effector, mentally manipulated
visuospatial information stored in visual working memory,
and achieved remarkable generalization ability in a sampleefficient manner by employing variational Bayes. The future
study should involve with replanning during action execution
in an online manner.
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